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ABSTRACT: In recent years, with the development of digital environment, one of the concepts that have been particularly
important is digital identification of objects in this environment by digital identifier systems. The main objective of this study
is to answer this important and basic question: How and on what framework can distinguish a digital object identifier system
from other identifier systems? To achieve this goal, a comparative framework which consisted of 7 main characteristics of
digital identifiers in three major domains (namely identifier features, digital coverage and comprehensiveness of scope) was
proposed. Then, an illustrative comparison of 23 well-known worldwide identifiers was carried out. Results of this study
revealed that six identifier systems of DOI, Handle, UCI, ARK, URN and PURL can be regarded as the best choices of digital
identifiers in public areas identified in the digital space and four identifier systems of ORCID, MIRIAM, ISNI and NBN are the
best options to be used in certain specialized areas. These results can help information technology specialists to identify and
effectively use of digital identifier systems in actual and potential practical areas.
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1. Introduction

Digital object is a data structure whose principal components are digital materials or data plus a unique identifier for that material
(Kahn and Wilensky, 2006). In other words, the so-called digital object can be used for any form of intellectual property appeared
to be applied in the digital environment (IDF, 2015). In general, two main elements in the identification of digital objects are
metadata and identifier (Arms, 2001).

Up to now, several definitions have been proposed for identifiers. For example, Kunze (2003) introduces an identifier as the
association between one string and one thing. Using the term “one” for an identifier and for identified entity is what attracted
the attention in all the definitions. This indicates a need for one-to-one relationship between an identified entity and identifier.
This one-to-one relationship can be called uniqueness (Coyle, 2006). On the other hand, an identifier should not be changed and
is not changeable (Clarke, 1994; Campbell, 2007). Paskin (1999) states that an identifier should have an unlimited lifetime, even
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if the existence of identified entity is wiped out. He called this characteristic “persistency”. Therefore, it can be said that
uniqueness and persistency are the most important intrinsic characteristics of an identifier.

Now, an object with digital identity is referenced by the URL (Kunze, 2003). Over time, some risks of using the URL as an
identifier have been detected. Impersistency (Prasad and Guha, 2005) and violations of uniqueness (Coyle, 2006), among those
in practical areas like e-commerce (Sidman and Davidson 2001), citation analysis and cross referencing and linking (Simons,
2012) and digital rights management systems (Carreiro, 2010) are examples of these risks.

With this description, researchers have tried to provide solutions in order to create a unique identifier with the ability to have
long-term persistency to overcome the above-mentioned risks. The main solution proposed for this problem is the use of
indirect names instead of URLs; what worked for the DNS (Domain Name System) in stabilizing internet hostnames should work
for digital object references (Kunze, 2003). Put simply, the proposed strategy is based on creating a system called digital
identifier system for managing digital identifiers and a process called resolution. Resolution is identifier submission process
based on a name to a network service (digital identifier system) and in return, receiving one or more pieces of current information
related to the identified object, such as the location (URL) of the object. Resolution creates a level of managed redirection
between the output and the identifier (IDF, 2015). Simplified process of this solution is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The simple process of resolution in digital identifiers as a solution for URL problems

But the main advantages and functions of this solution for digital object would be maintaining a permanent location information,
standardizing and enriching metadata, facilitating content search, Securing copyright, increasing the volume of distribution,
increasing efficiency, reducing costs and saving time, enabling exploitation of new business areas, and increasing the revenues
related to digital content (Park et al., 2007). Paskin (2002) in his study pointed out some advantages of using these identifiers as
increasing referrals and reducing the time to manage them to be saved, retrieving and distributing objects with identity in the
digital space, persistency of access and enrichment of metadata. Attanasio (2003) mentioned solving the problems of digital
right management with the use of these identifiers. In another study, Wynholds (2011) discusses the advantages of using these
identifiers in fast and accurate binding of research data and their use in scientific publications.

Two main questions that should be asked in the face of the digital identifier are as follows: which of the available identifier
systems are digital identifier systems? And on what framework and criteria can they be diagnosed? Answers to these questions
can help Specialists, to design, implement, and also identify the strengths, and apply them effectively in the digital environment.
Despite the fact that all over the world, there have been created many identifier systems to identify objects with identity in the
digital environment, however, according to preliminary reviews, no study was found that determined criteria for separating them
from physical environment identifiers Given these facts, the main objective of this study is to provide a framework for identifying
authoritative digital identifier systems based on a comparative evaluation.

2. Research Methodology

To answer the question posed in the previous section, the comparative evaluation based on the principles proposed by
Vartiainen (2002) was considered. He states that 4 principles should be identified in order to perform comparative evaluations:

• Selecting the object for evaluation: Specify the object and selection procedure of it. In this study, the object is the well-known
worldwide identifier system in order to comparative evaluation of it with definition of the defined identifier systems.

• The Level of Comparison: Specify the scope, dominant principles, and similarity or difference levels of the objects. The scope
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of this evaluation is limited to the proposed identifier systems in the world. All of the studied objects are identifier systems
which are similar.

• Conceptual comprehension: Clearly define the concepts. The definitions of identifiers and digital identifiers were presented\
in the previous section.

• Analysis of the findings of an evaluation: Specify the method of analysis of the findings of evaluation. Given the purpose of
the evaluation, the selected approach in this study is illustrative comparisons. In illustrative comparisons, evaluation units are
compared indirectly and based on the proposed model or framework. The main use of illustrative comparisons is standardization
and generalization of the use of the framework employed in the evaluation.

According to this principle, this study was considered in two main steps:

1- Designing the basic comparison framework: The framework was designed in two stages. The first stage was based on the
literature review to include early identification criteria, and second stage included focus group interview with 4 experts to
validate the chosen criteria. The experts were selected based on the purposeful sampling and their selection criteria were having
expertise in the fields of information science and information technology as well as having familiarity with philosophy and digital
identifier mechanisms. These criteria can be seen in Table 1. Some questions were designed for each criterion in order to give
objectivity and measurability to the framework. Three statuses (namely approved, disapproved, and conditioned) were considered
for each criterion based on the responses provided to the question(s) that measure it. According to Consensus of experts, the
criteria for choosing a digital identifier system is that it at least has all selection criteria conditionally. Content and structural
validity of the criteria and questions was also reviewed and approved.

2. Implementation of Comparative evaluation: After identifying 23 well known worldwide identifier systems, evaluation of each
of these systems in each of the criteria was done by providing answers for the designed questions for each criterion. Scoring
was applied in each criterion according to the answered approved states. Studying primary identifier systems, based on a deep
and detailed investigation of articles, documents, standards, and websites of each using library method, was considered as the
basis of judgment. To ensure the accuracy and precision of status determination of each system at all criteria, firstly, the
evaluation was performed by two experts simultaneously and separately, and then preliminary results were finalized in some
joint meetings.

3. Findings

The results of the performed comparative evaluation can be seen in Table 2. In this table the status of each of the systems is
specified in each of the digital identifier criteria and the systems are sorted based on total points and compatibility with the
defined criteria. According to the defined criteria described in the previous section and according to these results, systems that
have conditional and approved statuses at all criteria can be introduced as best choices complied with the definition of digital
identifier. These systems include: DOI, Handle, UCI, ARK, URN and PURL. However, some problems of URN system in single
management of resolution mechanism, and PURL in proof of digital uniqueness and persistency in recognized resolvers can
separate these two systems from four other systems in terms of performance.

At the second level, four systems of ORCID, MIRIAM, ISNI and NBN can be proposed as suitable options for digital identifier.
The main problem of these four systems is at the seventh criterion, i.e. comprehensiveness of identification, which attempt to
identify a specific part of objects with identity in the digital environment only in a particular field. ORCID system identifies
scientific researchers and writers, MIRIAM system identifies biological models, ISNI system identifies contributors to creative
works and those active in their distribution, and NBN system identifies library resources.

Good performance of ORCID and MIRIAM systems in creating mechanisms for direct access to the identified object using an
identifier is also one of the most important features of them. In this criterion, i.e. digital actionability, there are considerations in
ISNI and NBN systems such as lack of performing resolution mechanism under a single authority or performing this mechanism
in a different and indirect way. Interoperability created between ORCID, ISNI and DOI can also be considered as a qualitative
advantage of such identifier systems.

Another point which can be noted in the obtained results is that according to four main criteria of uniqueness, persistency,
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digital uniqueness and digital persistency, Open URL system cannot be considered as an identifier system, and their provided
address cannot be considered an identifier. This is in line with the findings of the studies by Warren (2005), Hakala (2010) and
Paskin (2010). Warren (2005) states that Open URL is a syntactic combination for transferring identifiers and metadata along with
the URL. He notes that due to the existing restrictions, it does not seem that Open URL is a suitable option to identify

Table 1. Basic Comparative Framework of Digital Identifier System evaluation

Domain

Identifier
features

Digital
coverage

Comprehensiveness
of scope

Criterion

uniqueness

persistency

digital identification

digital uniqueness

digital persistency

digital actionability

globality

Definition

One to one correspondence between an
identifier and the object itself in a physical
environment. This means that an
identifier must refer to a copy of targeted
object that is located in the physical
environment, and the targeted object also
must have only one identifier.

An identifier should remain unchanged
throughout its life, and accessible and
usable in the foreseeable future.

All or part of the system is designed and
implemented in order to identify objects
that have been identified in the digital
environment.

One to one correspondence between an
identifier and the object itself in a digital
environment. This means that an
identifier must refer to a copy of targeted
object that is located in a specific address
in the digital environment, and the
targeted object also must have only one
identifier.

The system under investigation must
provide this guarantee that long term
relationship between identification
number of the targeted object and the
targeted object itself, or its related
metadata is established.

The system under study must have
proposed a mechanism in order to
provide accessibility to the desired object
in the digital environment through the
identifier itself or with the serial number
or the defined way in it (through the
resolver system).

The system under study must be
designed at the international level in order
to identify different types of objects in
different areas.

Questions

Is identifier unique in its definition
scope?

Is it possible to ensure that the
identifier is not used for more than
one item?

Does the identifier remain
unchanged?

Is there any predicted life span for
the system?

Does the system in its own
identification area attempt to
identify objects with identity in the
digital environment?

In case of digital identification, is
there any one to one relationship
between an identifier and an object
in a digital environment?

Is this guarantee given by the system
that there exists a permanent
relationship between identification
number of the targeted object and
the targeted object itself, or its
related metadata?

In case of digital identification, is
there any clear and focused
mechanism proposed by the system
for direct accessibility to the location
of the desired object (not the
metadata generated by the system)
in the digital environment through
it?

Does the system under study have
the capability of investigating a
variety of different objects in
different areas internationally?

Resource

Clarke (1994),
Paskin (1999),
Coyle (2006),
C a m p b e l l
(2007),Lee and
Stivila (2014)

Green and Bide
(1997), Paskin
(1999), Paskin
(2000), Sidman and
Davidson (2001),
Kunze (2003),
Prasad and Guha
(2005), Paskin
(2010), Pisanski
and Aalbrg (2010),
Duerr et al. (2011),
Juty et al. (2012)

Paskin (1999),
Coyle (2006),
Campbell (2007),
Lee and Stivila
(2014)
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Guide: (1) identifier uniqueness, (2) identifier persistency, (3) digital identification, (4) digital uniqueness, (5) digital persistency,
(6) digital accessibility, (7) comprehensiveness of identification, ( ) approval, (*) conditional, ( ) disapproval.Note: Some
systems are not defined in the physical environment in which the criteria 1, 2 have been replaced by the criteria 4 and 5.

Table 2. The Results of evaluation of 23 identifier systems based on the basic comparative framework

uniqueness of a document. Hakala (2010) also notes that although metadata along with Open URL can include an identifier, it
does not necessarily guarantee its uniqueness and persistency. He considered probability of entering various kinds of identifier
into the metadata along with Open URL as well as dependence of its persistency on persistency of the identifier as one of his
main reasons. Paskin (2010) has also introduced Open URL in his study as a mechanism for transferring metadata and identifiers
of a published item in order for context-sensitive linking and stated to be that Open URL must use digital identifier such as DOI
in its associated metadata if it wants unique.
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4- Conclusion and Suggestions

The main objective of this study was to identify reliable digital identifier systems based on the illustrative comparison of the
large number of identifier systems. The results obtained from the comparative evaluation, demonstrated that 7 main characteristics
in three major domains, namely identifier features, digital coverage and comprehensiveness of scope, can be considered as the
key criteria for recognizing digital identifier systems from other identifier systems. Then, based on the framework designed by
7 criteria, comparative evaluation was performed on 23 well known worldwide identifier systems. The results of this evaluation
showed that six identifier systems of DOI, Handle, UCI, URN, ARK, and PURL are the best options for Introducing the Digital
Object identifier, and four identifier systems of ORCID, MIRIAM, ISNI and NBN are also good choices for digital identification
in certain specialized areas.

In general it can be said that introducing this integrated framework for the identification and differentiation of the digital
identifier in this study, in addition to help experts of digital environment to identify the digital identifier systems versus other
identifier systems based on valid comparative criteria, will enable them to effectively use various advantages of this identifiers
in the actual and potential application areas, such as integration of digital content supply chain and network (Sidman and
Davidson 2001), digital right management (Mooney, 2001; Chandrakar, 2006), cross referencing and linking (Galyani-Moghadam
and URS, 2006), digital libraries (Wang, 2007) and citation analysis (Simons, 2012; Scopus, 2013). Accelerating the use of digital
identifiers instead of physical identifiers in the digital environment, can also discover unidentified Potential application areas of
these identifiers such as interactive television, digital museums, virtual tourism and E-Learning. Increase the number of systems
studied, quality evaluation of digital identifier systems and focus on each specific application areas of these identifiers can be
interest to researchers to address the restrictions of this study.
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